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Abstract: Riparian zones experience many anthropic pressures and are the subject of European
legislation to encourage their monitoring and management, to attenuate these pressures. Assessing
the effectiveness of management practices requires producing indicators of ecological functions.
Laser Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data can provide valuable information to assess the ecological
status of riparian zones. The objective of this study was to evaluate the potential of LiDAR point
clouds to produce indicators of riparian zone status. We used 3D bispectral LiDAR data to produce
several indicators of a riparian zone of a dammed river in Normandy (France). The indicators were
produced either directly from the 3D point clouds (e.g., biomass overhanging the channel, variation
in canopy height) or indirectly, by applying the Random Forest classification algorithm to the point
clouds. Results highlight the potential of 3D LiDAR point clouds to produce indicators with sufficient
accuracy (ca. 80% for the number of trunks and 68% for species composition). Our results also reveal
advantages of using metrics related to the internal structure of trees, such as penetration indexes.
However, intensity metrics calculated using bispectral properties of LiDAR did not improve the
quality of classifications. Longitudinal analysis of the indicators revealed a difference in attributes
between the reservoir and areas downstream from it.
Keywords: riparian forest; ecological evaluation; LiDAR; management; Random Forest; intensity;
Bispectral Titan Optech LiDAR

1. Introduction
Riparian zones provide multiple ecosystem services, such as sediment bank stabilization, water
flux regulation, flood prevention, and habitat provision [1]. The riparian zone describes the area that
interacts with the river, i.e., that can be flooded by the river and can provide materials to the river.
Since riparian zones intersect land and water, they are exceptionally rich in biodiversity [2]. They
function as ecological corridors and provide a high diversity of habitats for birds and other animal
species [3]. However, riparian zones are subject to many anthropic pressures, such as land cover
modification (urbanization, deforestation, etc.) and flow regulation. For example, in Europe, 90% of
riparian zones have disappeared or are degraded [4]. As a consequence, river ecosystems are the
focus of management and restoration projects [5].
The effectiveness of river management and restoration projects is insufficiently monitored [6],
in part due to the difficulty in producing indicators that can assess the effectiveness of management
practices. Indicators can be defined as a metric or a combination of metrics to assess the status or a
change in status. These indicators form the foundation of an assessment [7]. However, producing
indicators can be difficult for river systems. This is particularly true for riparian vegetation. The linear
shape and structural complexity of riparian vegetation may limit the production of indicators for
monitoring and raising several methodological issues [8]. To be effective, monitoring indicators
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need to have certain characteristics and must be meaningful for the processes considered; simple to
produce and understandable to managers, spatialized at the scale of the entire river (large scale),
produced quickly (e.g., immediately after a flood or dam removal) and, produced with high temporal
frequency (to finely assess the river’s response to management practices) [5]. These indicators must be
produced before management practices occur, to document the initial state of the system, and after
they occur, to monitor their effects. The indicators produced need to correspond with the objectives of
management or restoration [9]. This requires producing a wide range of indicators related to all
functions that riparian vegetation provide.
Remote sensing is a tool increasingly used to map the status of ecosystems. Over the past decade,
a large body of research has focused on building this framework, and several studies used remote
sensing data to produce precise maps of riparian zone attributes [10–15]. Since many riparian functions
are related to the three dimensional (3D) structure of vegetation, indicators reflecting the latter have
been produced using the new generation of remote sensing data, such as that from Airborne Laser
Scanning (ALS) or Laser Detection and Ranging (LiDAR). Doing so remains challenging, however,
due to the complexity of riparian zones (i.e., high species biodiversity, stratification, and variability in
the size of riparian patches) Better methodological frameworks are thus required to map 3D riparian
vegetation characteristics at a large scale [8].
Laser scanning consists of sending laser pulses from an aircraft-mounted laser and recording
the information acquired each time the pulse touches a surface. Since the laser pulse is narrow
(a few cm), it can penetrate surfaces such as tree canopies and return 3D information. Therefore, LiDAR
data are widely used in forestry to estimate forest inventory components such as tree species [16],
aboveground biomass [17,18], diameter at breast height (DBH) [19], and stem density. Most of these
studies focused on non-riparian forests, especially large coniferous forests [16]. Riparian vegetation
differs from these forests, usually having high structural complexity due to high species richness and
vertical stratification [16].
Only a few studies have focused on riparian attributes and LiDAR data [20], and most of them
used only 2D products of LiDAR data, such as digital elevation models (DEM) and canopy height
models (CHM). For example, Akasaka, et al. [10,15,21] used CHM to characterize the variance in
canopy height. Riedler, et al. [15] used CHM to count the number of old trees, assuming that taller
and larger trees were older. Akasaka, et al. [10] measured the volume of open area under the tree
canopy using stream width, height from the water surface to the lowest tree, and longitudinal distance
from upstream to downstream (20 m). Antonarakis, et al. [11] used LiDAR data to estimate the
vegetative fluid resistance of large riparian stems. They were able to extract tree crowns using a CHM.
Straatsma, et al. [22] used LiDAR data to map vegetation roughness. These studies did not take full
advantage of all LiDAR data information, especially stratification and spectral information. Using
only the highest (top of the canopy) and lowest (ground) returns of LiDAR data, they ignored the
information between these points.
In addition to elevation information, LiDAR data provide information about the intensity of
energy absorbed by the objects in the wavelength of the laser. LiDAR usually records intensity
information in the near-infrared (NIR) channel because it penetrates canopies the most [16]. Intensity
is related to the spectral properties of objects, such as chlorophyll content for vegetation, but is also
strongly influenced by other parameters, such as scan angle and flight altitude, which can make
analyzing this information difficult. The new generation of LiDAR can record information in multiple
wavelengths simultaneously, which allows one to normalize the intensity and cancel the bias due to
scan angle and flight altitude. Since this type of LiDAR is relatively new, few studies have focused on
the advantages of using two or more channels in LiDAR studies [23,24], and no studies have focused on
structurally complex riparian buffers.
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Consequently, the objectives of this study were (1) to develop spatialized indicators of riparian
functions using 3D bispectral LiDAR data and (2) to test the effect of LiDAR intensity on the accuracy of
the indicators. Hence, we mapped species composition, herbaceous stratum density, and shrub
stratum density, number of trunks per tree, canopy stratification, and the area and biomass of leaves
overhanging
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2.2. General Framework
The general framework of the study (Figure 2) had two steps. The first step was to validate the
use of LiDAR data to produce riparian indicators. The indicators were produced either directly from
the LiDAR data or indirectly, by supervised classification of the LiDAR data. The second step
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2.2. General Framework
The general framework of the study (Figure 2) had two steps. The first step was to validate
the use of LiDAR data to produce riparian indicators. The indicators were produced either directly
from the LiDAR data or indirectly, by supervised classification of the LiDAR data. The second step
consisted of spatializing these indicators and analyzing their longitudinal profile among 50 m-long
sections of the riparian zone, upstream and downstream of the La Roche-qui-Boit dam. LiDAR data
were validated using the entire LiDAR swath, while the indicators were spatialized only for the La
Roche-qui-Boit reservoir and downstream.

Figure 2. General framework of the study, applied to each indicator.

2.3. LiDAR Data
The LiDAR data were acquired in June 2015 and January 2017. The data were collected with an
Optech ALS Titan mounted on an aircraft flying at 400 m and in the green and NIR channels (532 and
1150 nm, respectively) (Figure 1). The sensor can record up to five discrete points per laser pulse with
a high point density (Table 1).
Table 1. LiDAR data characteristics.
Parameter
Channel
Aircraft altitude
Point density
Scan angle
Scan frequency
Pulse repetition frequency
Beam divergence
Laser range precision
Accuracy (z)

Configuration
532 nm visible

1064 nm near infra-red
400 m
>45 points/m2
20◦
0–210 kHz
50–300 kHz
0.7 mrad (1/e)
0.35 mrad (1/e)
1σ5 ; <0.008 m
1σ2.3 ; <5–10 cm
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2.4. Field Data
Seven sites along the Sélune River were investigated in the summer of 2016 and 2017. Two sites
were located downstream, and five were located along the reservoir. Two sites were composed of
narrow buffer strips and five were composed of floodplain forest or hillslope forest. We inventoried
170 trees of the sites’ eight main species: willow, alder, oak, ash, chestnut, lime, beech, and poplar.
Tree locations were recorded with a DGPS Trimble GeoExplorer GeoXT 2005 (Trimble, Sunnyvale,
California, CA, USA) with 75 cm mean horizontal accuracy. Under each tree, we recorded the crown
diameter in two directions (perpendicular and parallel to the river), the number of trunks (two classes:
more than two, or less than three trunk), density of the shrub stratum (three classes: low, moderate,
and high), density and of the herbaceous stratum (three classes: low, moderate, and high). Among
the indicators, each class contained 14–147 trees (Table 2). To validate the elevations recorded by the
LiDAR sensor (Teledyne Optech, Toronto, ON, Canada), a tacheometer was used to record elevations of
a bare soil site in March 2015.
Table 2. Number of trees inventoried for each riparian indicator.
Indicator

Attribute

Class Number

Number of Trees

species composition

oak
ash
lime
alder
willow
poplar
chestnut
beech

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

20
19
15
28
14
31
21
21

number of trunks

One or two
more than 2

1
2

147
23

density of shrub
stratum

low
moderate
high

1
2
3

116
30
24

density of
herbaceous stratum

low
moderate
high

1
2
3

80
69
21

2.5. Methods
2.5.1. Preprocessing and Validation of Elevation Extracted from the Bare Soil LiDAR Point Cloud
Point clouds for June 2015 and January 2017 were filtered using FUSION software (version 3.5,
2015, USDA Forest service, Pacific Northwest Station, Portland, OR, USA) [26]. The ground and
other surface points were extracted with FUSION software to create a DEM (representing the terrain
elevation), a digital surface model (representing the terrain elevation and that of aboveground features),
and a CHM with a 50 cm spatial resolution. The last returns were considered ground points and were
used to generate the DEM. The point clouds were normalized from ground points using LAStools©
software (Version 120628, rapidlasso GmbH, Gilching, Germany) [27].
Compared to the tacheometer measurements, the elevation of the bare soil site estimated from the
LiDAR point cloud had an R2 of 95% and an RMSE of 0.27 m (Figure 3), suggesting a mean difference of
27 cm between true elevation (tacheometer) and LiDAR elevation. Since the study focused on riparian
forest properties, the elevations the LiDAR recorded were considered sufficiently accurate.
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riparian functions: a canopy’s mean height and spatial variation are related to species richness because
they influence habitat diversity [1].
The overhanging character of vegetation is a crucial indicator of river status. It provides shade to
the channel as well as biomass that can be used as habitats and nutrients for fish [32]. Michez et al. [21]
developed an index of the area of vegetation overhanging a channel. This index is related to the
continuity of the riparian corridor, the biomass overhanging the channel, and the shading it provides.
It is only a 2D index, however, and biomass can be described using a 3D index. In the same way
that studies estimate aboveground biomass of forests as the volume of vegetation in a given area,
it is possible to estimate the biomass overhanging a river channel by calculating the volume of
overhanging vegetation.
River channel area (A) was estimated using the BD TOPO® database (from the Institut
Géographique National). Vegetation polygons were extracted by filtering the CHM. Overhanging
vegetation polygons were extracted by intersecting the vegetation polygon with the channel polygon.
Overhanging area index was calculated as the percentage of channel area overhung by vegetation.
The potential volume of vegetation was estimated using the height of vegetation overhanging the
channel in 1 × 1 m grid cells (H). This estimate of biomass can be biased, however, since it assumes
that vegetation fills the entire space between the water surface and the maximum vegetation height.
Therefore, the “true” volume of vegetation was estimated as the area of vegetation (i.e., tree crowns)
overhanging the channel (a) times the elevation range of points overhanging the channel in 1 × 1 m
grid cells (h) (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Estimation of the area and volume of vegetation overhanging the channel.

Indirect Indicators
Four indicators of riparian status were produced indirectly using supervised classification: species
composition, herbaceous and shrub strata densities, and number of trunks. Species composition is
correlated with habitat provision, bank stabilization, and flood regulation; for example, willow is a
pioneer species that helps to stabilize banks [31]. Understory strata provide multiple functions; for
example, herbaceous cover influences flood regulation [29,33] and sediment fixation [33]. Riparian
tree trunks help to regulate floods by resisting flood water [33]. These indicators were produced by
applying classification models to several metrics calculated from the LiDAR point cloud.
Sixteen metrics were calculated from each point cloud (leaf-on and leaf-off) (Table 4) to classify
riparian species, herbaceous and shrub strata densities, and number of trunks. Leaf-on and leaf-off
metrics were calculated for each 1 × 1 m grid cell using the June 2015 and January 2017 data,
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respectively. We divided the metrics into four categories: vertical canopy structure, strata densities,
signal penetration, and spectral intensity. Elevation statistics provide information about the canopy’s
vertical structure, while strata densities are related to point density in vegetation strata. Signal
penetration provides information about tree biomass and density, while intensity recorded by the laser
provides information about the canopy’s spectral properties.
Table 4. Metrics calculated from each of the LiDAR point clouds leaf-on (June 2015) and leaf-off
(January 2017).
Type of Metric

Metric

Vertical canopy
structure

Maximum elevation
Mean elevation
Standard deviation of elevation

Strata densities

Density of the herbaceous stratum: percentage of points below 1 m
Density of the shrub stratum: percentage of points from 1–3 m

Signal penetration

Intensity

Leaf area index
Signal penetration
Signal penetration
Mean number of returns per point
Standard deviation of the number of returns per point
Mean of the ratio of NIR and green
Maximum of the ratio of NIR and green
Variance of the ratio of NIR and green
Mean of the GNDVI
Maximum of the GNDVI
Variance of the GNDVI

Abbreviation

Reference

Max_elev
Mean_elev
SD_elev

[12,15,21]
[12,15,21]
[12,15,21]

Perc_herbaceous
Perc_shrub

–
–

LAI
LPI
P
Mean_N
SD_N

[34]
[35]
[36]
[37]
[37,38]

Mean_ratio
Max_ratio
Var_ratio
Mean_GNDVI
Max_GNDVI
Var_GNDVI

[23]
[23]
[23]
[23]
[23]
[23]

The density of points in different strata provides information about their densities of branches
and leaves. Two strata were chosen: herbaceous (0.1 cm to 1 m above the ground) and shrub (1–3 m
above the ground). Ground points were excluded from the former because they can indicate short
grass or bare soil. They were calculated as the percentage of points in each cell located in each stratum:
Perc_shrub =

n3 − n1
p

Perc_herbaceous =

n1 − n0.001
p

where n is the number of points below the given elevation (in m), and p is the total number of points in
a given cell.
Internal structure is an important characteristic of trees. Point distribution is an acceptable proxy
for tree structure and has shown its utility for classification of forest species [16,39,40]. Based on the
assumption that LiDAR penetrates the canopy, the laser penetration index (LPI) was used to quantify
the degree of penetration [35]. LPI can be described as the number of ground points in a given cell
divided by the total number of points in the cell.
The leaf area index (LAI), which characterizes the plant canopy, is widely used to distinguish
species or estimate plant physiology [34,41]. Using the Beer–Lambert law, LiDAR data can provide
information about the gap fraction, which is related to LAI [34]. We used the proxy for LAI of
Solberg et al., [34] calculated from LiDAR data, which equals the logarithm of the number of tree
points divided by the number of ground points under the tree crown. The larger the leaves are, the
less the laser penetrates the canopy and reaches the ground, yielding a high index value.
The number of discrete returns of each pulse was used to characterize canopy structure. Signal
penetration (P) equals the number of first returns divided by the total number of returns in a given
grid cell. The mean and standard deviation of the number of returns per point (mean_N and SD_N,
respectively) were also calculated. They are proxies for the degree of canopy opening: the denser the
canopy, the less the LiDAR signal penetrates it.
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Ratios of intensity in the green and NIR channels were calculated under leaf-on and leaf-off
conditions to assess the canopy’s spectral properties. Intensity provides valuable information about the
tree canopy [23,42], even though it depends on flight altitude, atmospheric conditions, and scan angle.
Consequently, intensity can be difficult to interpret and analyze. However, using the ratios of two
channels normalizes the intensity and decreases the influence of the flight altitude and scan angle [23].
GNDVI =

ratio =

inir − i green
inir + i green

inir
inir + i green

where inir and igreen is pixel intensity in the NIR and green channel, respectively.
Random Forest [43] is a powerful algorithm used for classification [14,44] that is based on
classification and regression trees but adapted to large numbers of variables and samples. It tests
several of these trees with a fixed number (mtry) of randomly selected variables, called a forest,
and tests their classification power. The final classification is the combination of all trees.
The “randomForest” package of R software (version 3.4.1, Vienna University of Economics and
Business, Vienna, Austria) [45] was used to classify riparian functions with the 32 metrics extracted
from the two point clouds. Half of the samples were used for training, and the other half were used
for validation. Cross-validation was performed to increase robustness of the algorithm: training and
validation samples were randomly selected and used in the classification. The value of mtry was set
automatically by cross-validating the training samples. Classifications were iterated 20 times using
different samples. Mean overall accuracy and Kappa indices were calculated for the classification.
Another advantage of the Random Forest algorithm is that it can be used to calculate the mean decrease
accuracy index for each metric [43]. This index indicates the decrease in classification accuracy that
would occur if the metric was removed from the dataset, allowing the metrics to be ranked according to
their importance to the classification. A mean decrease accuracy index was then calculated for each
indicator over the 20 classifications.
2.5.4. Longitudinal Characterization of the River
Statistics of each indicator of riparian status were calculated for 50 m sections of the interaction
zone along the river: mean canopy elevation, mean standard deviation of point elevation, mean
number of tree species, main tree species in the species composition, potential volume of vegetation
overhanging the river, percentage of area of vegetation overhanging the river, percentage of trees
with more than two trunks (class two), and mean densities of herbaceous and shrub strata (class one
to three).
3. Results
3.1. Using an Indirect Approach to Map Riparian Functions
3.1.1. Metric Selection
All 32 metrics were kept in the Random Forest model for the classification (Figure 5). However,
the algorithm used certain metrics more frequently than others. For each indicator, the mean
decrease accuracy index ranged from 0–0.1, which means that the most important variable decreased
classification accuracy by only 10%. This highlights the potential complementarity of all of the metrics.
For the four indicators, the elevation metrics of both dates (leaf-on and leaf-off) were kept as the
most important (i.e., highest mean decrease accuracy indexes). For species composition, six metrics
were kept as important. The standard deviation and mean number of returns for the leaf-off condition
were kept as the 3rd and 4th most important metric, respectively. Elevation metrics for the two
dates were kept as the most important metrics for the number of trunks and shrub stratum density
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classifications. For herbaceous stratum density, the mean number of returns in 2017 was kept as
the 3rd most important metric. The standard deviation of the number of returns in 2017 was kept
as the 6th most important metric, and the maximum of GNDVI in 2015 was kept as the 7th most
important metric.

Figure 5. Influence of metrics on classifications of riparian status indicators according to the mean
decrease accuracy index (10 best metrics). See Table 4 for definitions of the metric abbreviations.

3.1.2. Classification Results
The Random Forest algorithm and calculated metrics provided good results for classifying riparian
indicators. Overall accuracy of species composition was 67%, while those of the other indicators were
73–88% (Table 5). Number of trunks had the highest overall accuracy (88%), as well as the lowest Kappa
index (30%). Strata density was classified well, with 73% and 78% overall accuracy for the herbaceous
and shrub stratum, respectively. As a test, removing the intensity metrics from the Random Forest
model indicated that they had slightly influenced classification results, increasing overall accuracy and
the Kappa index by six and two percentage points, respectively.
Table 5. Overall accuracy and Kappa indices for classifications of riparian function indicators using the
Random Forest algorithm.
All Metrics

Indicator

Species composition
Density of the herbaceous stratum
Density of the shrub stratum
Number of trunks

Without Intensity Metrics

Difference Using Intensity Metrics

Overall
Accuracy (%)

Kappa (%)

Overall
Accuracy (%)

Kappa (%)

Overall Accuracy
(Percentage
Points)

Kappa
(Percentage
Points)

67
73
78
88

61
55
34
30

62
72
78
88

55
53
37
31

+5
+1
+0
+0

+6
+2
−3
−1
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Figure 8. 3D point cloud representation of tree species.
Figure 8. 3D point cloud representation of tree species.

Signal penetration metrics (LAI, LPI, and P) were the second most important metrics in all
Signal penetration metrics (LAI, LPI, and P) were the second most important metrics in all
classifications, except for species composition classification. This highlights potential advantages of
classifications, except for species composition classification. This highlights potential advantages of
extracting more information instead of using only the CHM. Internal canopy structure seems to
extracting more information instead of using only the CHM. Internal canopy structure seems to
provide additional information useful for describing riparian forest attributes. This agrees with Lin
provide additional information useful for describing riparian forest attributes. This agrees with Lin
and Hyyppä [40], who used internal canopy structure to map forest species. The indicator of biomass
and Hyyppä [40], who used internal canopy structure to map forest species. The indicator of biomass
derived in this study assumes that canopy density is homogeneous. Information related to canopy
derived in this study assumes that canopy density is homogeneous. Information related to canopy
density, such as LAI or signal penetration, could be used to weight volume information and better
density, such as LAI or signal penetration, could be used to weight volume information and better
estimate aboveground biomass. Since aboveground biomass equals the sum of the biomass of leaves,
estimate aboveground biomass. Since aboveground biomass equals the sum of the biomass of leaves,
trunks, and branches, estimating trunk and branch biomass is useful for generating a more accurate
trunks, and branches, estimating trunk and branch biomass is useful for generating a more accurate
estimate. Trunk biomass can be estimated indirectly using DBH or directly using the gap in the point
estimate. Trunk biomass can be estimated indirectly using DBH or directly using the gap in the point
cloud that corresponds to the trunk [49].
cloud that corresponds to the trunk [49].
Characteristics of Titan LiDAR: Bispectrum and Intensity
Characteristics of Titan LiDAR: Bispectrum and Intensity
Beyond the advantages of using more than a CHM to extract riparian indicators, this study
Beyond
the advantages
of usingdata,
more
than a CHM
to extractacquisition
riparian indicators,
this
study
analyzed
the potential
of new LiDAR
including
multi-temporal
(leaf-off and
leaf-on)
analyzed the potential of new LiDAR data, including multi-temporal acquisition (leaf-off and leafon) and bispectral information. This agrees with Brandtberg [50] and Kim et al. [51], who used both
leaf-on and leaf-off datasets to classify forest species.
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and bispectral information. This agrees with Brandtberg [50] and Kim et al. [51], who used both leaf-on
and leaf-off datasets to classify forest species.
Conversely, inclusion of intensity metrics had no influence on classification accuracy (maximum
increase of 6 percentage points), possibly because intensity was not corrected. Since intensity can
vary due to a variety of parameters (scan angle, degree of signal penetration, atmospheric conditions),
it is difficult to extract accurate intensity information even when using intensity ratios. Therefore,
the bispectral properties of Titan are not useful for producing intensity indicators of riparian status,
except for increasing point density (from both the NIR and green channels). This result does not
agree with that of Antonarakis et al. [52], who used intensity and vertical canopy structure to map
riparian land cover, especially poplar populations (natural, planted, and young), with greater than 80%
accuracy. They did not distinguish different vegetation species, however, focusing only on poplars.
Although they were able to distinguish poplars with greater than 80% accuracy, more “difficult” classes
such as mature natural poplars were classified with only 66% accuracy.
4.1.2. Indirect Attributes: Specific Classification Issues
Random Forest classification models predicted the indicators of riparian properties well
(≥67% accuracy). This confirms the utility of using Random Forest models to assess riparian structure.
This result agrees with that of Michez et al. [14], who used Random Forest to map riparian tree species
with unmanned aerial vehicles and LiDAR data with more than 80% accuracy. The maps we produced,
however, had some errors. For example, several trees were classified as two or more species (Figure 9)
because the top of the crown was classified as a “tall” tree such as poplar, and the external part of the
crown was classified as another species. These errors can occur due to overfitting of the Random Forest
algorithm, even when using cross-validation. Indeed, the Random Forest algorithm fit the training data
closely, and if the predicted data have variability that is not present in the training data, the Random
Forest algorithm cannot classify all of the predicted data correctly. This highlights the difficulty in
building models that consider all variability observed in the field. For large areas, inventorying the
entire area is not possible, or would require expensive and time-consuming effort. The results show
the challenge of classifying pixel-based objects such as tree crowns. One solution is to classify tree
crowns as objects instead of pixels; however, identifying trees in deciduous forests still requires field
research, for no remote sensing method has yet distinguished deciduous trees well.

Figure 9. Map of riparian tree species, indicating the challenge of multiple species in a single
tree canopy.
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4.2. Longitudinal Characterization of Riparian Vegetation along a Dammed River
4.2.1. Two Compartments: The Reservoir and Downstream of the Reservoir
Longitudinal analyses revealed that riparian properties differed between the reservoir and the
portion of the river downstream from it. Not surprisingly, the reservoir was more open, with lower
biomass overhanging the river than that in other areas. Species composition was also significantly
different in the reservoir, which contained more poplar and chestnut. The percentage of multi-trunk
trees and herbaceous stratum density were significantly lower in the reservoir. The vertical structure of
the canopy also differed along the river.
4.2.2. High Local Variation in Indicators
Each indicator of riparian status had high local variability, indicating that geomorphological
properties of the river may have had little influence. This could be due to the particular status of
the river. The river has low energy and low slope (0.02%), which results in low water and sediment
transport and low geomorphological dynamics. The river is also part of a managed agricultural
landscape, except for the reservoir, which is located in deep gorges. Therefore, anthropic pressure
and management may influence riparian structure more than typical geomorphological variables.
The type of riparian zone explained the variations better than the longitudinal distance. For example,
the downstream portion of the river has buffer strips composed of tree lines, which included more
willow and alder. This increase in willow in the tree lines could increase the percentage of multi-trunk
trees in these parts of the river. Most willows inventoried in the field had multiple trunks, which create
the particular ball shape of the species. In addition, the Ardennes forest downstream of the dam had
taller trees, with greater diversity in height and greater canopy stratification than the other sections of
the river. This could be due to the protected status of the forest, which belongs to the ZNIEFF (Natural
area of ecological, floristic and faunistic interest) network of natural environments. Since it is a fairly
old forest, it is logical that older trees are taller and are highly stratified in the tree lines of the river.
This indicates that the longitudinal analyses may not have been a suitable approach to analyze riparian
status patterns in a managed landscape such as the Sélune River. A finer analysis that focuses on
specific riparian types may be more appropriate.
4.3. Perspective for Restoration
Previous studies of dam removal showed that it leads to exposure of dewatered sediments and
creation of new riparian zones in the reservoir [53–55]. Consequently, the new riparian zones will
likely have higher density of herbaceous and shrub strata and higher species diversity than the current
area, which has mostly willow, taller vegetation overhanging the river, and higher biomass.
One issue is the behavior of the newly created floodplain, which will always be restricted by
the gorges in the current reservoir. Assuming that riparian vegetation will colonize all dewatered
sediments, the future riparian zone will most likely be disconnected from the agricultural landscape,
which will decrease interactions between the hillslope forest and the river. According to the riparian
properties observed downstream, it is likely that future riparian zones will have attributes similar to
those in the Ardennes forest. Alternately, they may take a different form, with a higher density of
willow that is less connected to the agricultural landscape. Future studies are required to assess the
response of indicators when monitoring the evolution in riparian vegetation after dam removal.
5. Conclusions
From a methodological viewpoint, this study revealed the potential of LiDAR data to map
indicators of riparian zones. LiDAR data provide direct information about riparian attributes related to
elevation, such as biomass overhanging the river and the vertical structure of riparian forest. Extracting
metrics related to vertical canopy structure, signal penetration, strata density, and spectral intensity
help map other indicators, such as species composition and the density of herbaceous and shrub strata.
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These indicators are valuable for describing riparian forests before and after dam removal and for
assessing the restoration.
From a thematic viewpoint, results revealed that attributes differed between the reservoir and
the two sub-compartments traditionally observed with dams: upstream and downstream of the
dam. Dam removal will obviously change this configuration and probably remove these differences.
The Ardennes forest, observed as a specific downstream compartment, could represent the future
riparian zone in the reservoir after dam removal. We focused only on the pre-restoration status of
the river, however. Future studies could include the indicators produced in this study to assess the
success of restoration.
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